GOVERNMENT OF NAGALAND
DIRECTORATE OF SCHOOL EDUCATION
NAGALAND:: KOHIMA

CIRCULAR

Dt. Kohima, the 29th Oct 2016.

NO.ED/EST-1/1/2013-14/984 This is to direct all DEOs, SDEOs, and the Principals, H.Ms & Teacher in-charge of all Govt. & Private Schools to hold a State wide campaign on 31st Oct 2016, the birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabhai Patel and conduct programmes with under mentioned activities for a week up to 6th Nov 2016 in memory of the anniversary.

1. Unity Runs in concerned city or town with the message of a unified Bharat.
2. Inter-School elocution and essay competitions in the area of unity.
3. Dramas, Songs and Plays on the theme of unity and personality of Sardar Patel with an award for most creative theme.
5. Essay writing and elocution on the theme “Relevance & Importance of Sardar Patel in today’s India”.
6. Most creative slogan/painting contest on the Unity theme.
7. Competition for writing/composing/singing original songs on the unity theme.
8. Lecturers and Competition between school teachers of s school on Sardar Patel’s life.
9. Mobilisation and felicitation of former freedom fighters in the region by students – recording of their stories/ recollection of Sardar Patel and views for the benefit and motivation of children.

Sd/-
WONTHUNGO TSOPOE
ADDL. DIRECTOR (HOD)
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